Barony of Terra Pomaria Circlet Modifications Proposal
Description of options for repairs
I have learned a lot since first making these years ago. I look at all the proposed solutions here
as viable solutions for the detachment of the liners as they do now. The last two options will be
the best for the long term preservation of the liners and presence of the Baronial coronets. They
will also be an option to keep the circlets in good repair if I ever can't do maintenance in the
future. Others could follow the pattern of the existing liners to remake and reattach them with
the same or similar results.
YIS, Master Sigmund Helmschmied O.L. mka Vrin Thomas
OPTION 1: Re-glue and re-attach the existing leather in exactly the same way as it is now. The
durability of this fix is about 2 years to 18 months depending on how often they are used in
warm weather and on warm heads. Pros: cheapest solution Cons: will not last and will
eventually wreck the leather liner permanently as the glue fails and stresses the leather.
Cost $50

option 1 (as it is)

OPTION 2: Reattach liner using a stitched in place method. I will drill a series of small 1/16”
holes into the circlet edges to sew through. The leather liner can be replaced this way by others
in the future when I may no longer be able to. Pros: long term attachment, can be done by
others Cons: requires drilling into the circlets, a cosmetic change to the circlets.
Cost$: 300

option 2

Option 3: Build a new lining attachment band onto the existing crowns. This is the reattachment
of a new band to the circlet to sew the liner to. This is a seamless attachment (we will not see
any stitches to the circlets) PROS: Long term attachment, can be repaired and replaced by
others. It adds to the baronial circlets as they look now. Possibly best looking? CONS:
most expensive, most difficult to build
Cost: $600

option 3

